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PREF.ACE

The success.or failure of a music program in
any school depends very much upon the development
and mainta5nance of musical interest in the school
and the community.

The teache'r of music will succeed

or fail providing he is technically capable and t.hat
'-

a proper balance of interest has been developed 5n
the community and school.
Usually music teachers are specialists in their
field.

There are the orchestra teachers, band

teachers, choral teachers and the elementary classroom music teachers.

Music teachers are somet:,.mes

assigned in various teachinc; combinations, such as;
choral-band teachers, band-orchestra teachers.

Gener-

ally these teachers are classified as instrurn.:,ntal
or vocal teachers and, because of their backc;round of
experience, excel in one phase more thun the other.
This paper places special emphasis on

-c::::.o

work of

the instrumental teacher; however, the ;Jubject of
interest is vital to all teachers of nruc\c.

That

which applies to the instrumental toec '.er may also
apply to the vocal teacher anC:~ the cl8.ssi-'oom teacher.

( :i. )

From teaching experience and observation of
the teaching of others, this writer has observed
that the absence or presence of interest was an
important factor in the progress of the individual
and the musical group.

The apparent unawareness

of the interest factor by some teachers and the
little attention given it by others, induced this
writer to make an investigation of interest and
its influence upon music education.

(ji)

PART I
INTEREST AND ITS FORCES
It has been shovm by Edward L. Thorndike and
pther psychologists,· that people learn faster and
retain the learning longer in subjects of interest
than in subjects of non-interest.

1

They have also

shown that children are less able to learn noninteresting materials than are adults. 2

Adults,

since they have a definite purpose in mind, are
willing to lear1;1 non-interesting subject matter
in order to reach their objectives.

A skill is

an example of this sort of learning.

Children,

generally, do not set definite goals and therefore
attach no importance to subjects which do not
interest them.

Hence, it is neccessary to motivate

them and interest them in the subjects for which
they may have no immediate interest.
Most everyone has experienced the drudgery
of learning facts which were of no interest to
him.

Most everyone, too, has e-xperienced the

delight of learning facts which were in themselves of intense interest.

1. Edward L. Thorndike, Adult Interests
(New York, 1936), p. 50.
2. Ibid., p. 54.

(1)

~ven subjects which are interesting to a person
,may contain some phases or drill or racts which
are uninteresting.

Adults are often cognizant

of the necessity of learning these isolated facts
o~ of doing the necessary distasteful drill in
order to reach desired ultimate goals.

Teachers

must realize that children cannot be expected to
accept this responsibility consistently, even at
the secondary school level.
Why are some people interested in an object
or a subject and other people upon contact with
the same object or subject have no interest?
What is interest?

Charles DeGarmo states the

following concerning these questions:
It might be thought that the presence of objects is enough to arouse
interest in them. Yet if this were true
it is difficult to see why the same
objects should arouse interest in some
and aversion in others, while ~till
others may remain indifferent.
Lester and Alice Crow concur with DeGarmo.4
They state that interests vary because of the
emotional element.

It is their opinion that

J. Charles DeGarmo, Interest and Education,
(New York, 1903), p. 12.
~
4. Lester Crow and Alice Crow, Mental
Hygiene and the Individual, (New York, 1951), p. 20.
(2)

an individuals degree of emotion is contingent
upon body glands, the nervous system and past
experiences.
DeGarmo disposes of the instinct of survival
as being the determi~ing factor of interest in
modern man but leaves the impression that it might
be in primitive man and in beasts.

He also

disposes of the thought that the mind through
its own activity creates ideals of objects
and then becomes interested in them.
these factors to be too one-sided.

He believes
He says:

A more adequate conception of the group
of psychical states known as impulse, desire,
interests, volition, is that the self is
seeking through its own activity to express
or realize itself. At first this effort at
self-expression is, as we have seen, merely
a doing of things that lead to physical survival. But as life proadens, and something
more than food and clothing becomes necessary
for those forms of survival that we prize,
the field for self-active expression constantly widens, so that, with the growth of
new ideals, new motives to action appear,
new interests absorb the mind.
In other
words, the interest that was once instinctive
becomes consc ous, and is directed by
intelligence.
·

5

In summation one might say that (a) interests
vary because of the variance of environment on

5.

DeGarmo, .2.E..• cit., p. 12.

(3)

people; (b) people differ from one another in
their self-expression and; (c)hereditary instincts
and traits in conj1mction with the learnJng of
the individual.
".We may say in general that interest is

a feeling that accompanies the idea of selfexpression.116

It is obvious then., that self-

expression of music students should be rewardec'i_
with a feeline of personal success, or, an
acknowledgment of value by the music teacher,
parents., school and connnunity.

rf the student

is to have successful self-expression., then the
music material must be such that it is technically
and expressively attainable by the student with
the help of the music teacher or the result is
frustration and loss of interest.
11

Int ere st is a feeling.

fcelin 0 s is not to be defined.
be felt.

This·., like all
It is only to

More precisely, it is a feeling of

the worth, to thff:self, of an end to be atta3ned. 117
The subjective side of the music student's interest

6.

7.

Ibid., p. 18.
Ibid~, p. 28.
(4)

is the constant feeling that self-expression in the
form of his pl:aying or si:mging is of value to him.
The interests which an individual possesses
are the result of inheritance and environment.8
The individual inherits a certain degree of
intellect, nmscle coordination and temperament.

9

The measure of these inherant qualities exert
considerable force on the formation of an interest
~d will influence the individual to.choose activities in which he is equipped by birth to excel.
The individual is influenced to certain
interests by the environment in which he lives.
He ·is influenced more in his early years than
·
10
in later life.
Psychologists have observed
that_development of the physical and mental
growth follow certain patterns and they have
devided these growth stages and label-ed them.
Because of individual differences of growth, the
psychologists have been careful not to set
absolute boundaries for these stages but rather
average boundaries.

These stages are:

Later

8. Florence Greenhoe Robbins, Educational
Sociology, (New York, 1953), p. 16.
9. Ibid., P• 16.
10. Edward L. Thorndike, The Psychology of
Wants, Interests and Attitudes-;-"TNew York, 19J!;°),
P• 109.
~
(5)

infancy (3 to 6 years of age), Early childhood
(6 to 9 yea~s of age), Middle childhood (9 to

11 years of age), Later childhood (11 to 13 years
of age}, Early adolescence (13 to 14 years of _
age), and Middle adolescence (14 to 16 years of
age}.
The effect of. training during these early
years of the individuals life is very important.
It is a.time of life when habits are formed
easily because there are fewer old habits to
be eliminated.

It is also the time when the

individual is most expressive of his emotions.
An individual may become interested in
something in two ways; Innnediate interest and
Mediate interest. 11

Innnediate interest is a

natural interest for something.

Mediate

interest is interest for something only when
connecting interests cause the shift in interest
to something more attractive.

One would have

mediate interest for something if that something
would not appeal by itself but is interesting for
some other reason, and is the result of selection

11.

pp.

46-75.

Lester Crow and Alice Crow, .2E..• cit.,

(6)

or rejection.
In all cases of innnediate interest, there
is no break between the end of self-expression
and the act of self-expression, for the act is
the end and the end is·the act.

In the case of

a band this cycle is an ever starting and ending
one, with simply the media of self-expression
changing as all-around proficiency increases.
As proficiancy increases interest also increases.
In the-case of innnediate interest there is
a coincidenca:..·of the ends and the means.
interest may also be limited by time.

Innnediate

After a

certain length of time interest begins to diminish.
This may result from eigher boredom or better
· understanding arid evaiuation.

Such a case may

be observed in the ba~d when the initial playing
of an infer:5or piece of music is liked·very much
but through continued playing the students find
the real value of the music "lacking and become
disinterested.

The opposite experience develops

at times with the playing of superior music.
DeGarmo had this sort of situation in mind when

(7)

ihe

said:

"In .most cases, especially in educational

'~ctivities, the ends and the means do not coincide
in t1me.nl2
Pe·rcy C. Buck presented the same• ideas as
DeGarmo and Thorndike on the suqject of interest.
Buck says:

"It is possible to be born with an

interest for a certain subject.

It is possible to

have a natural interest destroyed.

It is possible

to acquire new interests. 111 3
Youth is interested mainly in concrete things
but as he grows up he becomes more interested in
ideas. 14
The mind must have some sort of interest in
the thought o~ realizing itself, or expressing
itself by attaining a certain end, whether.that
end pertains to physical weii-being, aesthetic
satisfaction or intellectual attaimnent.

But

the object to be attained being only an idea,
it is evident that self-expression requires a
series of inte~vening activities.

If interest in

.

the end alone remains and no interest attaches to

12. DeGarmo, .2£.• -2.!i•• p. 30.
13. Percy Buck, Psycholo~y for Musicians,
(Oxford University Press, New ark-London, 1945),
p.

41.
14. Loc..;.cit.

--

(8)

the means, then we have drudgery.

If, however,

interest is attached to the end, and also is
presen-; in the means for reaching the end, then
there is enjpyable work.

It is conceivable that

the workman may have a great interest in the
dollar he is to receive for his day's wages and
yet be indifferent to or detest the labor itself,
which is the means for reaching t.he dollar.
this case we may<~have a,form of drudgery.

In
Many

forms of routine work conform to this procedure.
In the same way, a pupil may have a direct or
indireat interest in learning to play a difficult
scale.

Drawing an analogy to the case of the

worlanan, the same attitude may be found with many
music students in our schools in the practice
of certain scales.
It is possible to have interest if interest
naturally attaches itself to the end of self-expression and is carried over into the means for
reaching the end.

For example, ~he means and the

end coincide in play.

Work may be as enjoyable

as play, but the quality of the enjoyment in the

(9)

work is di!'ferent from that in play, because of
the.separation of' means and end.

There are those

people !'or whom interest in the end is attached
equally to the means fo~ reaching the end.
artist and sculptor are such people.

The

Such people

do not consider their work as drudgery.· The
teacher should consider the daily routine of
work toward certain nrusical goals as an artist

.

working toward a finished product; everrnew
experience will be a stil'ltu.lus to renew e!'!'ort.
The good music teacher should have this interest
in his wor)!.

To enable the pupil to approximate

the artistic attitude toward his music, even for
brief intermittent-periods, is an accomplishment
of the few; yet it should be the attitude of all. 15
It is in the modification of' interests that
the nrusic teacher can assurae his most important
function.

It is important that the music teacher

remember that no matter what the state of interest
may be for a certain subject, that interest can
be modified.

Edward L. Thorndike has listed the
-

.-

following forces which modify interest.

15.

DeGarmo,_ o p . ~ • ., pp. 28-38.

(10)

These

are:

Contiguity, suggestion imitation, conditioning

and selection by rewards and punisbments. 16
Contiguity is an association of interesting things
with uninteresting things, with the aim of influencing
the person to interest in the uninteresting thing.
Suggestion is simply the opposite of compulsion,
argument and persuasion.

Suggestion of an activity

subject -or object is more readily acceptable than a
demand for an activity, subject or object consideration.
The force of imitation is exemplified in such things
as style changes, doing the same things a group leader
does, etc.

Imitation of a person is dependent upon ap-

proval or admination.

The mu.sic teacher who shows his

approval of something a student has done may influence
others to be interested sufficiently to imitate the
successful student.
Conditioning may modify interest in two ways.
terest may be modified by reflex response:

In-

by striking

a tuning bar the students may become more interested in
their intonation.

The second way of modifying by con-

ditioning is associative shifting.

An example:

Prac-

ticing a concert program with some selections that students like more than othe1~s.

By alternating practice

of the selections and by proper order in the concert,
interest can'be increased in the numbers which were
less interesting at the beginning of practice.

16. Edward L. Thorndike, The Ps~chology of Wants,
Interests and Attitudes, (Hew York, 1 35), p. Itµ.

(llJ

PART II
CREATING AN INTEREST IN MUSIC
Reflecting upon the foregoing discussion of
interest and its forces, the importance of the
fields of psychology and especially an understanding of the psychology of the individual is
evident.

Even with a background in psychology,

the teacher of music cannot use the same teaching techniques each time.

James Mursell has

this to say about teaching procedure:
Psychology can never tell a
teacher that he must follow certain
definite procedures in a certain
absolutely definite order. As a
matter of fact, it can do much
better than this. It can formulate
the principles upon which any good
teaching procedure must depend. Methods
in music are often a snare and a delusion. Many School music teachers
suppose that there is a fixed method
of doing everything. Tha:t is absolutely false. But there are right ways
and wrong ways, distinctions which
psychology, and psychology alone can
make clear. The right procedure varies
with the situ~tion, w th the child,
·and with the teacher.

1

1. James Mursell, The PsyQholo~~ of·
School Music Teaching, (New York, 19 );-p. 3.

(12)

Music is generally an elective subject above
1:1the eighth grade.

Instrumental music at all levels

rJust, of necessity, be on an elective1,.,basis.
,1fi

The

lieacher is, therefore, confronted with the problem

i~f arousing and maintaining interest in music, if
l~he group· is to grow.

It is the music teachers

l~ob to maintain this interest once it has been
l~oused.
Teaching is most enjoyable when one is working
,:with students who are interested in their work.
'1• ·,

liery few teachers on the high school level develop
>these ideal conditions.

The music teacher is among

those fortunate few because it is rare that any
·student ,elects music '\fho has no initial interest
in the subject.

The music teacher ~s expected

to make mu,s'ic so interesting that students will
desire to participate in the various music activities.

Teachers of all elective courses must

nia.ke their work interesting and valuable.

The

IUUsic teacher with a backlog of past experience
1;n teaching under such conditions should be in

(13)

a far better position to adjust to th~se modern trends
than will those teachers of academic subjects who have
",

r

~

in some instances made very little effort to make
their classes interesting enough to be a success
without the requirement of attendance.

The music

teacher will do well to consider the elective "tag"
placed on his courses as a challenge to his teachlng
ability, and also as added assurance that his work
will be more interesting than it would be if labeled
as a required subject.
From the above discussion, it is obvious that
the music instructor, by the virtue of his subject
matter has many advantages.

It only remains for him

to exploit these advantages and to maintain a positive
situation once it is established.
The necessity for arousing interest in music
amonc; the student body has been shown.

Experience

· has shown that it is necessary to arouse interest
~

in the community too.

This may seem unu,ual since

it is not necessary to do so for other areas in
the curriculum, with the possible exception of

{14)

athletics.

Music must be "soldn to the community

because the financial support of the com:rrru.nity

is needed for the program of instrumental music.
Parents must buy instrlli11ents; they must be convinced of the importance and value of ·music if
they are to purchase these instruments.
When students become. aroused or int&Pested,
they discuss these questions at home, and their
parents become interested and project these questions to members oft~ community.

The logical

first ·step in putting over a·music program, is,
therefore, the arousal of interest in the student
body.

This may be done in the following ways:
1.

Make participation in mus+cal activities

an enjoyable experience.·

•<

If the student who elects music .finds
it gives him real enjo-yrnent; that there is
work as well as play; that he is more capable today than he was last week; .that the
music period emphasizes personal expression
o.f the type that brings a pleasing emotional
release; that the music used is more interesting than he thought it would be; then the

( 15)

matter of interest will take care of itself.
The interested participant will advertize
to the non-participating student the joy of
music.
2.

Organize a series of projects which will

motivate the work; performing groups must work
toward some specific o~jective. Participation
is enjoyable and the k:aowledge that there is
a definite .event to look forward to will
create additional enthusiasm.
'Some good projects for the musical
organizations are: public concerts, assatnbly ·
'

programs, club concerts, operettas, minstrel
iw.ows, football shows, music contests and music
festivals •

. 3•

Make music a vital force in the life of

the school.

It should not be necessary to

to to the music room in order to come in
contact with music.

The student body can

be brought into contact with music through
all the school activities such as: plays,
shows, athletic events, assembly and radio
programs, conc~rts, etc.

( 16)

4.

Use the school paper to ptiblicize the

music department.

Hake music·activities,

school activities~

5.

Uno

school.

bulletin boards throughout the
In this way all the students

may be brought face to face w:Ith musical
news.

6.

Use th.e school library for the display

of musical periodicals.

7.

Use the band in co-operation with the

cheering section at athletic events.

8.

Correlate music with literature, social

science, art, physics and many other areas.
The classroom teacher can use the assistance
~

of music students and teachers of music.

9..

Make the music room an attraction which

pupils will like to visit.

The music room,

housing as it does aesthetic experiences
which appeal to the ear, the intellect and
the emotions, should also appeal to visual
sensitivities.

The room should provide a

restful relief from the usually bare and
unattractive classroom •

. (17)

The music teacher should encourage pupil
visits to the music department.

The habit of

droppinc; in to the music room to hear·recordings, or to visit with the teacher is a good
one.

Those students who are not in any

musical organ_ization should feel perfectly
free to use the record library.

Musical

enjoyment in any form at $.lly time should
be_encouraged.

Schools should provide a

record lending library.

All schools and

public libraries should have record collections comparable to their present array of
books and should provide adequate listening
opportunities.
10.

Students in the upper grades of the

elementary school should be given the
apportunity of daveloping skills in instrumental music; players from the high school
can help in arousing interest in these
grades by playing for them at all opportune
times.

Photos of players, instruments, and

organizations should be displayed in the
classrooms.

At least once a term each child

(1~)

in the elementary school should be given the
opportunity of becoming acquainted with the
ins.trum.ent of his choice.

Music-taient tests

may be used to arouse interest in conjunction
with practical exploration and experimentation.
The music conductor at work in the school is
an educator.
children.

His principal duty'is to educate

Often the music teacher is too inteflt

in promoting his own interests and loses sight of
his responsibility to the child.

"Sometimes we

as nm.sic educators must remind ourselves that we
should teach children first and music second." 2
'

The nm.sic teacher, if he is to be respectedas an educator by the community and is to be an
effective teacher, must be careful not to become
too narrow in his perspective.
There may be times when the educational opportunities of the student in music are so curtailed by
lack of funds that the teacher may be forced
to
)
assume a responsibility which belongs to the
Board of Education; that of ~aising funds.

A great

2. Herman F. Smith, "The Business of Building
Citizens",~ Irlstrum.entalist, {March-April 1949),
pl 6.

(19)

deal or attention should be given to the problem
and a thorough discussion with the legal representative or the Board or Education is advisable
be£ore certain steps are taken.
The rollowing may be used in creating musical·
~

interest in the community:
1.

Interest the student body in music.

The

advantages or indirect contacts with the parents
has been discussed.
2.

'
Public
perrormance by the music teacher.

The teacher who is a good perrormer should
perrorm in public.

3.

/

Students should perrorm £or community

£unctions as individuals as well as in groups.
School organizations will us~ally contain
several students capable and in need or individ-

.

ual experience.

be£ore audiences.

These pupils should per£orni

Civic groups are always

in need or entertainment.

These groups should

be rurnished with a list or available soloists
and ensembles.
~-•

Demonstrations and lectures in the community

by the music teacher and his students~
:..·~- ·..

(20)

The music teache~ should appear before
clubs and civic groups to. explain and discuss
the work being done in the music department
of the school.

An outline should be made of

what is needed to make the department function
more successfullyo

Talks of this .nature may

often be arranged by school officials who
are usually associated with various civic
groups.

5.

Use of local newspapers and radio stations

as public relations outlets.
A continuous·"' supply of well written
articles ~oncerning the music activities of
the school build up public interest.

6.

Organize and direct adult or post-school

music organizations.
If the music teacher furnishes trained
musicians ·1n the community the opportunity to
play., _sing and enjoy music he will certainly
build public support and interest in the
school music program

7.

Demonstrate leadership in developing

connnunity concert programs.

(21)

PART III
MAINTAINING INTEREST IN MUSIC
It is not wise for the music teacher to relax
and enjoy the i'ruits of his labor once he has
created interest within the students, the public
and the administrators of hia sall.qol.

Actually

his task now becomes even :more 4+t"i'icult.

Interest

must be maintained throughout tnet~hole comrm.inity
if he is to retain the goaJ;.s he~- attained.
Once again the .first oons14--jton of,the
teacher must be the students.

Wftihout their

continued interest it will be impossible to
maintain the interest, and support for the music
department.

To gain and retain interest, the

band must continually "sell" itself.

The band,

or other musical organizations must be of a
relatively high level themselves.

This reali-

zation will not accrue if the students are not
interested in their innnediate efforts.
~f interest is to be maintained in the musical
organization it is important to recognize some of
the causes of lack of, or of the deterioration of

(22)

interest.

Also it is of equal importance to know

what to do about such situations.
Activities
The activities of the musical organization are
)

most important.

These activities must be desireable

to the student; hence, the students ,must
be included
,-,y .
in the planning and the working of thesa activities.
To.o many activities may be as harmful as too few.
The students may become bored,

or

careless~ their

performance, if there are too many; or, being
denied as many as he would like, ma\ dislike or
resent doing the ones scheduled.
Not only is the right balance of activities
important but the manner in which they are handled
is important.

The teacher should not allow the

continuance of an activity if a reasonable amount

students.

of work toward attaining a good ~degree, of perform-

-

ance is not forthcoming from the

nmst not expect perfection either.

But he

T.he s:t;udents'

satisfaction in doing something as well as he can
will maintain interest; over-emphasis may destroy it.

(23)

Activities of the music department to be of
greatest benefit must be considered as ac.tivities
of the whole student-body, the intent_ of the administration, the community, the fellow teachers.
The interest of all the community will be maintained in music if the music teacher consciously
tries to interest them.

The following was said

about the general curriculum and it could be
applied to the area of nru.sic as well.

"The char-

acter of the school and the content of it's
curriculum are determined by the society it serves.
It's influence upon society is reciprocal."

l

The

.'

music department should be the &.ocial as well as
the musically intellectual center of the community.
When planning musical activities the principal
. and teachers of the school should have a pa~t.
Everyone in the school system should be concerned.
With such a policy the music teacher is su~e to
have the interest and support which is so~necessary
to a progressive and happy school.

Another reward

of such planning will be a balanced schedule of
act~~ities throughout the school.

l. Har.ry Wilson, "Relations With The Community,"
Music in the High School, p. 339.

(24)

•

Music teachers who have become principals
seem to understand the problem of the music teacher
very well.

In their rolLas administrators they

have been most outspoken in pointing out some of
the mistakes of music teachers in public relations.
Merle J. Isaac., prinoip-.1 of the Talcott- Elementary
School in Chicago, offe;rt$ this advice:
One of the first things to consider
about the principal, and this applies to
the superintendent a.a well, is. that he is
not Il'lerely an official representing the
board of education but that he is a human
being. Furthermore, he has been a teaeher
and probably still considers llfmaell' a
teacher. It should, therefore, not be too
difficult to understand him and to work
out plans for mutual cooperation.
·
When we speak of principals and superintendents., we are speaking of individual
human beings, and it is not safe to generalize
to any great extent about their personal
likes and dislikes. However it is reasonably safe to assume that most principals
like to know what is going on in their schools.
Undoubtedly the principal will take
more interest in a department about which
he is fully informed and it is to the nm.sic
teachers advantage to have h;i,.a full cooperation in planning a_ progr~for the
ar
as school activities must beltif'ell spac
to achieve success. If memb•rs of t~e
sic
department are to make a special appea,rance,
the principal should be informed well in
advance. Better still• ask his advice, ·or
even his permission, be.forehand.

(25)

Here again the point of view which the
principal holds may be dif.f'•rent from that
held by the tea.eh.er •... fossible disadvantages
arising from c•rtain a~tivities are more
lmkely to be seen by the principal, who can
be more objective in the matter since' he is
somewhat remov9d from th9 spontaneous enthusiasm of youth.
From the principal 1 s point of view,
music is just one part of the educational
program that is offered in the school.

'

Principals like to have effective,
functioning.music g.epartments in their
school. They do rift like to have any
department feel, however, that it is the
center about which the rest of the school
revolves. When the tail wags the dog, it
is as bad for the tail as it is for the
dog.· Music is important but children are
more important. Let us bring children and
music together with the emphasis on the
children, giving them vital :m.usic experiences
so that they will love music·in ·school a~d
out of school and even after graduation.
The school band or chorus which sound and
looks good will certainly do much to maintain good
will, and interest in the community toward the
school.

The music teacher will usually have

excellent support from hi~ administrator i£-he
has been successful in pleasing the public with
his group performances.

The Board of EducEJ,tion,

as well as the principal will be pleased to have
any department of the school winning'public approval.

2. Merle J. Isaac, "Memo To Teachersn, !h!,
Instrumentalist, Jan.-Feb., 1953, P• 14.

(26)

An increasing number of principals are approving
and praising music in education.

A typical

statement is this one by Howard Eckel:

"The

band has done a great d~al .to bring out people
closer to.the school and its problems.

It is

probably the leading exponent of a good schoolpublic relation program.

This is true because

even though there is much good education present
in other phases of our school, the good educational
values of an activity such as band are more
readily seen and appreciated by the people. 113
Those activities which are listed in the
second section of this paper are also activities
which can be used for the maintaining of interest.
Those forces set forth in the first section for
modifying interest are also applicable to maintaining interest.

It is the careful use of these

features along with other activities which will
enable the music teacher to maintain interest in
music.

When to use which force - - the point at

which to shift, are the crucial decisions which
the music teacher must make wisely.

Without a

3. Howard c. Eckel, "Band Education and the
Community," !h!_ Instrumentalist, (Nov.-Dec., 1948),

P•

4.
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doubt, the music teacher is required by the
emotional and drill aspects of his subject to
.use and understand psychology of teaching more
than teachers of other subji)cts.
-.<.,·

One of the major problems which the music
teacher faces is that of maintafning interest in
the advanced players, while copeing with the less
capable or inexperienced student.

Each organi-

zation contains those individuals who are
neglected in rehearsals because the teacher is
occupied with the musically average student in
the organization • . Charles Boardman Righter,
director of bands at the Univers:ity of Iowa,
suggests that in order to prevent "coasting"
of musicians d~ring their last two years in
high school, the advanced players be given more
challenging music through use of ensembles.
also suggests

11 doubling 11

He

on other instrurnents.4

The music teacher should have a good balance
of materials for his rehearsals and concerts.
There should be music ranging from very easy
to difficult.

Such a balance of material will

4. Charles B. Righter, "Dear Joe",
Instrilillentalist ·April 1954 P• 8.
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The

insure that no musician in the group feel himself
On the other hand, using difficult

a failure.

materials presents a challenge to the advanc·ed
,,,J'

player.

Materials selected with the consideration

of not boring the organization nor setting unattainable goals will help maintain interest.
A majority of the music should be that which
will be challenging enough to the majority to
insure continuous advancement musically.
Many of the fundamentals necess.a,ry f9r good
performance of more advanced music can be taught
through the rn.usi~al approach.

Teaching through

the use of thermatic materials is an example of
this musical approach.

It is not necessary to

disre2ard the method approach all the time.
To maintain interest during the rehearsal
the music teacher should try to adopt

a

pleasant appr~ach, a pleasing personality and
us_e techniq'l:l.e$ w:h;i.Qh are "'i""'
~timulating. . The
teacher must

~e

fr~paJ!'·ed., to sb.ift approach when

the situation changes;

&$

it

may trom day

to day.

Too lo~ a rehearsal.period may diminish
interest.
,.

Work and then rest, and work again,

(29)

is one way of avoiding a diminishing return of
interest.

In striving to improve parts in the

music, .tensions build ·up, and these need to be
eliminated or enjoyment in doing will. be lost.
Enjoyment of the music and of the group
activities are essential in maintaining interest.
The music teacher must not become repetitious
with words, anecdotes and stories.
he may become boring.

If he does,

The music teacheP.nru.st

have a wide vocabulary and a great number of
11

tricks-of-the-trade 11 on hand to maintain

interest.
Changing the set-up of the organization will
help maintain interest.

Individuals may eventually

get tired of sitting near the same person afld
hearing the same sounds •

.A change in seatJng

is always st~mulating.
Competition for positions in the band is
stimulating.

Whent*er interest is waning, an

election for officers will-re-vitalize interest.
It is customary for

11

first chairs"'in a section

of an organization to be

(30)

11

prized 0

•

This is usually

carried on down the line throughout the sections.
Challenging for po~ition in _J.;he section i's fun
.,•.

and will st·imulate practio:i~
.~'.

t

'l!,he competitive
: ~~·

interest for advancme~t in the group can be
exploited for the good of the organization and
the individual.
Day. to day progress can be focussed to the
attention of the group.

The successt'ul-mam.ber of

an organization will be an interested one.
The 4irector must inje~t interest into the
group.

He must seek ways to maintain his own

interest as well as that of the group.

He must

continually analyze and ask himself this ·question,
"Are my students showing interest ·or lack-ef
interest?"
The music teacher must face facts.

It . .m.ay

be that what is popular to the children will
not be popular to him.

Nevertheless, he cannot

ignore the interests of the children.

He must

try to blend what he thinks should be in the

~-

culture of our society with what he finds is
J

already there •. He must try to lif't the cultural

(31)

level but he cannot do it if he is "highbrow".
The chart on the following page will
demonstrate a fact which the music teacher
cannot deny; yet he must do something about
it.

A small percentage of students like

classical music and a large percentage like
popular danc,e music.
graphically is:

A second fact presente.d

The interest in classical

music increases until a certain age and then
decreases., but popular dance music contimi.es
in increase.

(32)

TABLE I
PERCENT PREFERENCE FOR CLASSICAL MUSIC AND
POPULAR DANCE ~IDSIC BY 2500 BOYS AND GIRLS
IN GRADES 5," 8, 10 and 12
Boys
,,
---~.._.;.---~--~--100

Girls.

¥0

.a.o
10

s

'

u.

O

S

Grades

'

Grades
(.33)

10

-1.2.

The table on page 33 was compiled by

c. w.

Bro:wn ai'ter a survey of twenty-five hundred boys
and girls in'grades 5, 8, 10 and 12.

The boys

and girls were asked to check the types of radio
programs they liked best.5
Whatever technic the music teacher turns
to in his efforts to maintain interest, he
must call upon all of his knowledge of psychology.

He must ever seek new psychological

concepts and give sufficient thought to their
application.

Knowing psychological approaches

is not enough, planned application must b_e
coupled with this knowledge.

5. Arthur J • Klein, Psycholof' !:!!2. ~ ~
Education, (New York, 1944), P• l3.
(34)

PART IV
PERSONALITY AND PHILOSOPHY OF
TEACHER

THE

MUSIC

There are no two personalities exactly alike.
There are, however, certain personal criteria
which may be necessary for a music teacher to
possess.

Personality is dependent upon one's

philosophy of music education.

Both personality

and philosophy can be modified.

The music

teacher's philosophy of music.education is simply
his ideas and ideals.

Philosophy ref.Iects

itself in personality and personality reflects
itself in philosophy.

It is impossible to

consider one without the other if there is to
be drawn any conclusions about desirable traits
in the music teacher.
: Personality Traits
Enthusiasm is a desirable trait in the
teacher's personality.
children and adults.

It is infectious to
Enthusiasm will often

create and maintain interest where knowledge
alone will fail..

James Mursell believes this

about enthusiasm.

"A teacher's conviction and

(3.5)

enthusiasm are worth more than all the methodologies ever invented and all the devices for
-

6

classroom management ever hatched."
A neat and attractive appearance is a
desirable personality trait.

Anyone would

rather associate himself with a neat and
attractive person than one of the opposite
appearance.

This is a natural outgrowth of

the individual's love for beauty.

A neat and

attractive appearance is admired by the whole
connnunity, as well as the students.
~~iendliness is a desirable trait in the
1,

personality.

Friendliness causes others to

trust and return friendship.

Many students

become interested in a subject for no other
reason than that they like the teacher.
Human understanding is another desirable
personality trait.

Adolescent youth so often

considers the adult as· nonunderstanding.

The

teacher who can convince any age group that
he understands them has won an ally and can
become instrumental in guiding them.

6. James Mursell, Music And The Classroom
Teacher, (Chicago, 1951), p. 2:-- ~
(36)

Expressiveness is another desirable trait of
the music ·teacher.

No one likes the "wooden indian"

or a: stoic type of person.

Child~en of elementary

school age are and should be expressive.

The

expressive person stimulates expression in others.
This is especially important to the music teacher
for music is expression.
Leadership is a most desirable trait for the
music teacher's personality.

Most people are

followers and look to someone to tell them or
demonstrate to them what to do.

The music teacher

must be a leader in the school and in the community.
The criteria used in selecting teachers by
school administrators includes good personality
traits.

A pleasing personality is desirable in

all teachers but it is especially so in the
school music teacher because of the aesthetic
and social qual!ties inherent in his field.
School administrators seem to share in the
view of Percy

c.

Buck, that:

11 Education

does

not imply knowing a lot of things but being
a certain person.

One may be a technical

master but still not be interesting."7
7.

Percy C. Buck, .2E..• cit., p.
(37)
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The importance of the personality of the
music teacher is discussed considerably by all
leading writers in the field of music.

These

are some typical quotations from musicians
and administrators.
I am inclined to consider a magnetic
personality as important to a conductor as
is scholarship, and much more essential
than either perfect pitch or a photographic
memory.
In addition to possessing certain
personality traits, the teacher of music
must be an integrated and well adjusted
individual. He nrust have the emotional
stability and character necessary to lead
. children in the cooperative effort which
is requisite for successful musical organizations. Personality in the teacher may
be described as personal adequacy. It
includes proper attitudes in regard to
work, students, fellow teachers, administrators, and the comnru.nity as a whole.
Such attitudes are dependent upon sincerity of purpose. Only such a person is
qualified to.be a t~acher of music in
the public schoo.ls. '-J ·
If moral and spiritual values are to
be found in music education, they mus"b be
found in the character, peri8nality and
life of the music ed~cator.

8. David Ewin, Dictators of the Baton,
(Chicago, 1941-t-), p. 9.
9. Robert Wilson, Music in the High School,
{Chicago, 1941), p. 366 •.
10. Earl Enyeart Harper, "Moral and Sp±ritual
Values in Mu_sic Education 1 n Music Educators
Journal, {June-July, 1954J, p. 13.

The nm.sic teacher should anal¥ze himself for
desirable and undesirable personality traits.

As

perviously· stated, the personality CE\11 be modified •

.

The important thine is to really try to improve
one's personality.
An educational philosophy for the music

teacher is of necessity a.product of personal
growth.

One cannot have a philosophy unless

he holds it with conviotion.

Co1;1:'Viction will

.~··

come with testing and proving•

Philosophies

prese'ntad i:>y .other people as worthwhile should
be adopted tUiporarily.

That is, they should

be held until the inexperienced teacher has the
opportunity to put them to test.
In the preface to this paper this writer
listed his present philosophy 0£ music education.
This writer does not claim that ten years hence
his philosophy will be exactly the same as now.
A nru.sic .teacher must be flexible; his philosophy
nru.st also be flexible.
In perusing the music educational philosophy.of some of this ~ountry 1 s most esteemed
nru.sic educators this writer found these men
and women to hold very much the same ideas about

(39)

public school music.
Moral and spiritual values a.re emphasized
by Earl Harper, ·director of the School of Fine
Arts at the University of Iowa; Raymond R. Reed
supervisor of the.department of .:mu.sic in the
Arlington, Virginia, Public -schools; Charles
B. Righter, director .of bands at the University
of Iowa; Percy

c.

Buck, professor of :mu.sic at

Oxford University, Englend; Beatrice Krone,
James Mursell, Peter Dykema, IJ.obert Wilson
and Authur Ward.

Many of the quotations in

this pape~ contain the implication of this
belief in the importance of spiritual values.
The SUJl:nnation of the philosophies of music
education by these writers, mentioned in the
foregoing paragraph, are:
1.

There are individual differences in

abilities and these individual differences
should be served and satisfied.
2.

Social adjustments are more important

than the skills and knowledge of :mu.sic taught.

3.

'-3.

Moral and spiritual development are

of prime importance.

4.

Music should be tauc;ht for all children

and not just the sifted or. intelligent.

(L1.0)

5.

Enrichment of the environment during

physical and mental growth.

6.

The teaching of beneficial effects

for life after school years.
Charles A. Henzie of Butler University,
Indianapolis, Indiana, evaluates the need
for a democratic condept in eduoation in this
statement:
The need for music and the cultural
and emotional values derived from participation in music is greater for the
avera7,e student than the talented and
above average student. The nmsic teacher
must learn to work with all types of
students. Selection is not desirable
at the elementary and secondary levels
in public education; it is undemocratic. 11

11. Charles A. Henzie, Music Education
of Education Through Husic 11 Educational Music
Magazin~ April-May 1954 p. 25'.
(L,.1)

SUMMARY·
It has been the purpose of this paper to
investigate the general forces which affect interest,
and to present some motivating techl:l.iques for
developing interest; also, to show causes for
lack of interest.

It is believed that such in-

formation will provide a positive approach for
the teacher of music.
This writer believes that teachers can do a
mucµ. better job of teaching children music if
they recognize and understa.pd the forces which act
upon interest.

Teacher~ must be able to use these

forces in their teaching.

They must also have a

wide variety of techniques for activation of these
forces'.
Interest cannot be motivated exclusively by
the possession of psychology but is contingent
upon teacher personality, philosophy and the nature
of physical and social surroundings.
Every music teacher should not only make use
of his lmowledge of interest, psychology and human
behavior but should make daily reappraisals of
individual students.

Awareness of the b1portance

of interest is of' great importance.

Obs~rvancij

of' daily attitudes and receptiveness is of' great

(42)

importance, too.
There are some specific causes for lack of
interest among music students.
1.
2.

i:

5.

6.
7.
8~

These are:

Music which is not aesthetically attractive
Emphasis on the p:rocess instead of' the music
Too much emphasis on the teaching of technique
Overemphasis on drill
Overemphasis on sight-reading
Lack of proper conduct on the part of' students
Lack of' incentives
Lack of·group or "team" feeling.

This writer believes that the music teacher
Il18.y hav, greater success if' he will give more con-

sideration to the attitudes and interests of his
students and try to use the knowledge and techniques
suggested in this paper to improve his music class
approach.
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